Collaborating
for student
success in
kindergarten
classrooms

School-based occupational therapy practitioners
can engage in collaborative partnerships to promote
student participation in occupation in the school
environment.
This session will explore strategies to promote
student success in kindergarten classrooms through
knowledge translation resulting in meaningful
classroom activities.
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Objectives
1.

Participants will understand the importance
of collaborating in the kindergarten
classroom to enhance student participation.

2.

Participants will be able to identify
strategies to support therapist - teacher
collaboration in kindergarten classrooms to
promote student performance skills.
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Vision 2025

Check-in

(American
Occupational Therapy Association,
AOTA, 2017)
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Evidence to
support
collaboration

Vision 2025 (AOTA, 2017)
●
●
●
●

Accessible
Collaborative
Effective
Leaders
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Bose and Hinojosa (2008)

Villeneuve (2009)
●

●

Collaborative problem solving is beneficial and
teachers are often dissatisfied with the amount of
time to collaborative with occupational therapists.

School-based occupational therapists need to alter
individual problem-solving process and adapt to a
more team-based approach when working with
teachers in an inclusive classroom setting.
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Ohl, Graze, Weber,
Kenny, Salvatore, and
Wagreich (2013)

Donica (2015)
●
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Students in classrooms who received handwriting
instruction and occupational therapy consultation
outperformed consistently and in all skills areas
when compared students who received standard
handwriting instruction with no occupational
therapy consultation.

●
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75% of the teachers continued fine motor centers
following collaboration and consultation.
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Cahill and
Lopez-Reyna (2013)

Christner (2015)
●

Teachers appeared to have a greater
understanding of occupational therapy and 100%
expressed they would be “very willing” to work
collaboratively with the school-based occupational
therapist and accept an increased presence in the
classrooms.

●

School-based therapists need to expand from
“fixers” to “collaborators” and expand beyond the
role of the “handwriting teacher” using a top-down
approach.
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Cahill, McGuire,
Krumdick, and Lee (2014)
●

14

Judkins, Dague, and
Cope (2009)

School personnel typically did not understand the
full scope of occupational therapy and the lack of
understanding appeared to limit the participation
of occupational therapy in initiatives.

●
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Occupational therapists are experiencing an
increase in handwriting referrals due to lack of or
differing curriculums, teaching styles, and delayed
child development. School-based therapists can
play a central role in supporting both handwriting
and fine motor skill development in the
kindergarten setting.
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Kuhaneck & Kelleher

Nye & Sood (2018)

(2018)
●

Open communication, mutual respect, and
combining expertise through shared knowledge
and collaboration can lead to improved student
outcomes.

●

School-based occupational therapists should
collaborate with teachers to develop strategies
and serve as coaches for teachers to support
student self-esteem and academic success.
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The Framework (AOTA, 2014 )
The groundwork
for collaboration

●

●
●

●
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Facilitate participation and empower engagement
through adaptations and modifications to the
environment or objects within the environment
Occupation is critical to a client’s ability to
function in the school setting
Not only is it necessary to consider the students as
clients, but also the educational personnel and
caregivers
Explore the individuals, performance skills,
educational context, and activity demands
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Person-EnvironmentOccupation Model (Law,

Needs and Wants

Cooper, Strong, Stewart, Rigby, & Letts, 1996)

●
●
●
●
●

Top-down approach
Consider the person and environmental factors
for occupational performance
Consider activity demands and client factors
Consider a change of environment versus the
person to improve performance

●
●
●
●
●
●

Need to understand school policies, curriculum,
and classroom practices.
Need to have time for informal meetings.
Need flexibility in schedule.
Need administration support.
What do you want to change?
Why do you want to collaborate?
What do you want the outcome to be?
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My experience...
●
●
●
●
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My needs and wants...

Employed by an Intermediate Unit (IU)
Woodland Elementary School (Cameron County
School District, Emporium, PA)
2 kindergarten classrooms
2 teachers with different experiences

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Support from the IU and district
Reduce early referrals
Reduce concerns
Inform others
Be on the same page
Help all students
Make a difference
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Meet
Heather Bauer
and
Lea Purcell

Knowledge translation
●
●
●
●

“Lunch and Learn”
Teacher questions and concerns
Handouts and visuals
Discussion
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What did you know
about OT before the
lunch and learns?
https://photos.google.com/photo/AF1QipPA4ThrtIgxQB1zlbU
GaLwiKtHDtPhJe4MO9zKJ
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What changed
after the lunch
and learns?
https://photos.google.com/photo/AF1QipOO0HRSreD4eepJ
9oO5rtKkG1WE-TpiJKMyyF5L

Bauer, H. & Purcell, L. (2018, September)
Bauer, H. & Purcell, L. (2018, September)
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How has the lunch
and learns
changed your
perspective?
https://photos.google.com/photo/AF1QipM8SLey9ma6Y3
oPnYJzB4bDU3dwelQHine901oU

What have you
noticed in your
classroom since the
lunch and learns?
https://photos.google.com/photo/AF1QipPhVUETOd1UBkn3uAy
rvm6rRP7gEkXQ-jOYNdxb
Bauer, H. & Purcell, L. (2018, September)

Bauer, H. & Purcell, L. (2018, September)
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What changed with
making OT
referrals since the
lunch and learns?
https://photos.google.com/photo/AF1QipMZIlPtA0F7Wucs
BDFFF05HH3w_GFGDI5EXXx4p
Bauer, H. & Purcell, L. (2018, September)
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How has your
confidence
changed since
the lunch and
learns?
https://photos.google.com/photo/AF1QipOgQXwT
AHnLksx0OYw1tnKI-8pqWQxRCzyHqsDd
Bauer, H. & Purcell, L. (2018, September)
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How has “Game
Day Friday”
changed since
lunch and learn?

“Game Day Friday”

https://photos.google.com/photo/AF1QipNLMv8e8kzyA
5kq_9m2r01bpc_nHBMtQVwq6m01
Bauer, H. & Purcell, L. (2018, September)
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Purcell, L. (2018)
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Purcell, L. (2018)
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Purcell, L. (2018)
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Purcell, L. (2018)
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Purcell, L. (2018)
Purcell, L. (2018)
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What are your
thoughts
about
collaborating
with OT?
https://photos.google.com/photo/AF1QipOhMqM
F08Xa0KHCNxn02EGt1C-8L3_ltHoXzKnm
Purcell, L. (2018)

Bauer, H. & Purcell, L. (2018, September)
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Secondary effects
●
●
●
●
●
●

Thoughts or questions

Kindergarten screening
Kindergarten Parent Information Night
District inservices
District curriculum development
Less OT referrals
Rapport, collaboration, and carryover
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Conversation starter...
What has worked for
you?
The REAL reason children fidget — and what we can do about it | Angela Hanscom
| TEDxPortsmouth
Hanscom, A (2018)
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draregulski@gmail.com
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